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About This Content

The Victorian era was never so fun and deadly. The Steampunk Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters
for Killing Floor as Downloadable Content. Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character

selection screen in-game.

Reggie "Basher" Clover

Big, angry and fast, Reggie’s always been driven by an overpowering need to dish out pain and suffering in equal measure,
which is why his old career in the police force arguably wasn't an ideal fit. When chaos erupted on the streets of London,

courtesy of Horzine’s army of freaks, Reggie binned his uniform, strapped on some home-made armor and got to work cleaning
up the world one mutant at a time.

Adam Butler
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The purifying power of flame has long fascinated Adam, a quirk that drove him in and out of foster homes and eventually every
prison north of the Thames. But his passion never waned and, while feeding his hunger, Adam refined his skills and forged a
reputation as the world’s foremost pyromaniac for hire. The Horzine disaster drew our hero homeward and now Adam finds

himself on the streets of London dishing out his own unique brand of fiery pain for free.

Doctor Dave

No one thought David would make a good doctor, which is why he was rejected by every medical school in the country. Imagine
his surprise and delight when the Horzine mutant problem erupted, allowing any lunatic with a scalpel and some bandages to call
themselves a medic. David now roams the streets, helping the wounded and vanquishing the undead – though sometimes he gets

the two a bit mixed up.

Peter the Assassin

Descended from a long line of aristocratic assassins, Peter’s weapon of choice has always been the sniper rifle. Deadly, arrogant
and easily bored, Peter sees the Horzine outbreak as the ultimate chance to test himself against the worst science has to throw at
mankind. Now Peter seeks out Horzine mutants, eager to wage war against an enemy he fears too numerous even for one of his

prodigious skills.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant
Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space
Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio
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7/10

GOOD:
This game is visually impressive despite its age! It does a lot of justice for Treasure Planet which I feel was cut down in its
prime. Battles are just slow enough to be tactical in nature, but still satisfying to take part in. Every weapon sounds powerful,
and impacts are satisfying. Watching a ship burst into splinters after landing every shot from a broadside will feel and sound
fantastic! Each of the 3 factions have drastically different ships and the different types of ships play and handle differently.

BAD:
The soundtrack is loud and unfortunetly repetative. I find the main menu theme to be very plesant personally, but can totally
understand if it drives others crazy. Certain multiplayer maps force you to play a certain faction, and which faction you play is
determained by your spot in the player list which is more than a little dumb. The game doesn't have many players these days so
not much going on in the multiplayer department. Not the best time for players who don't enjoy fighting bots.

BULLSH*T
The biggest bullsh*t of this game is the fact that the 2nd movie got cancled! There's no context at all for anything going on
involving the Procyons because it was all going to be explained IN THE SECOND BLOODY MOVIE!

In the end this is easily one of the best tactical-naval warfare games in existance! It's worth a shot if you've got some spare cash
and spare time!. This is right up there with Sega Bass Fishing in both fun and ridiculousness. I liked FHM 4, but FHM 5 is a
major improvement. I found it a bit too slow to go through the user interface and sim through days in FHM 4, but FHM 5 made
it a lot smoother and quicker. Also, the additions of tactics and team chemistry is a nice addition.. This game is really cool! It's
nice to have another monster truck game on steam(there aren't very many). I love how it's just free roa, and you can do whatever
you want. I did find a glitch, on the arena map the arrow pannels on the wall don't seem to be solid, the wall itself is but not the
pannels. I would love to see 1 or 2 more monster trucks to drive around. otherwise, this game is awesome! :D. Sound skips and a
little while into game ability to trigger traps stops.. Just like I remember - a classic side scroller. Today's gamers may hate the
play style of games from this era (no save, check points, or automatic health regen) but I still find it extremely enjoyable..
Really fun and challenging. I also like the style of the game. Fun game.
10/10
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Bought Deluxe Edition
So far good.
Devs are responding to posts.
Roadmap.
Having no issues with graphics on my medium pc.
Game is fun even with its currently limited units.

Will update in the future as the game progresses.

Update part 2:

Vehicles have made their way into the multiplayer scene. They are definitely of high quality modelling. They look great.

Guns on the 2 light vehicles types are very powerful and can wipe squads easily when used right.

Driving physics is a bit wonky atm tho. Running into rocks can send the vehicle flying.

GRM Toyota tier 2 may be a bit overpowered.

All in all, the light vehicles are a great addition. Couple more weeks and heavier vehicles should be coming in.

Haven't had any graphical or performance issues yet.. This is a great sequal to to the oringinal Oh Sir. It came with new
characters, backrounds, a new feature and lots more it the game is great is silly and fun and addicting (sort of) and more to
come. this game is great if you at least enjoyed playing the oringinal game, and all we need is a VR release of this game. The
Skins are Amazing..but, This should be include in the Kombat Pack. After 3 min. You are out of contents. I'm not joking. You'd
be try everything in this game after 3 min since you press that play button(or double click whatsoever). Game over is not exist
cause It's a endless Sandbox game. but after THREE GOT DANG MIN. THERE's NOTHING TO DO IN THIS GAME.. Not
been playing long, but initial impressions:
It would be nice if there was a grid to place objects. If you are perticular about space saving or having objects fit nice and neatly
then it can be frustrating.
Nice game with some 'cute' aspects. I really like the game and I'm looking forwards to playing through the story.

I would recommend.. It's a story driven desktop simulator. The retro graphics are distracting and take away too much from the
game to provide a recommendation.. The best deal for diamonds, even better than the $100 package. If you want cosmetics or
currency to play MarketMech, this should be your first purchase.. Very great game, i once played this when i was 3 years old,
and now i buy it on steam and played it again
Love the puzzle and the plot twist lmao. love the game very simple but fun lol. It's a pretty decent game. It looks good, but, not
like, Tripple A titel good. The Physic engine is kinda, like from the early 2000's, so, don't except some advance delmolting. And
driveing some vechicles will show you some pretty silly mistakes too, just look at the Wheels of your Ford Pickup truck, you'll
notice something funny. But all in all, I can say, it's a realy nice game, just can't reccommend it, to buy it for 20 bucks, just get
it for under 10, when it's on the sale!
8/10.
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